In the current workplace, most manual labor is composed of high-frequency tasks with low physical workloads. Moreover, traditional ergonomic evaluation methods often have difficulty identifying slight variations in working postures and physical workloads in manual tasks. The aim of this study is to determine whether singular spectrum transformation (SST) can detect changes in human posture during manual tasks. In an experiment, eleven male participants performed lightweight material handling tasks under differing work conditions and task intervals, and an electromagnetic motion-tracking system measured their working postures. An anomaly score for each joint angle was calculated using SST, and the means, coefficients of variation (CV), and over-threshold values recorded during each experimental condition were compared. Lag is an important SST parameter for detecting how working posture differs between tasks. Therefore, the effects of changes in lag on the anomaly score were investigated. For each joint angle, the mean anomaly scores were greater under random task intervals than under constant intervals. In contrast, the CV of the anomaly score was smaller under random intervals than under constant intervals. The number of over-threshold values was significantly larger under random intervals than under constant intervals when SST was applied to the elbow flexion angle. The lag was determined according to the time of the work cycle and agreed with lag times observed in previous studies. This study concludes that the efficacy of SST was shown through detection of working posture changes in a time series, and that lag should be selected in accordance with the work cycle.
Introduction
Owing to machine automation, manual labor in the modern workplace mainly consists of high-frequency tasks with low physical workloads (Mathiassen, 2006) . Observational methods such as OWAS (Ovako Working Posture Analysis System) (Pinzke and Kopp, 2001) (Enez and Nalbantoğlu, 2019) and RULA (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment) (McAtamney and Corlett, 1993) (Manghisi, et al., 2017) are widely used in industrial environments to evaluate worker posture. However, these observational methods cannot evaluate the slight variations in working posture in repetitive tasks. Occupational Repetitive Actions (OCRA) (Occhipinti, 1998) , another observational method that focuses on repetitive tasks, has difficulties evaluating slight variations in working posture. Digital human modeling (DHM), which simulates the human body using a simple multibody dynamics model, is often used for estimation of working posture and physical workloads. DHM provides quantitative evaluations by calculating the angle and torque of each joint, and their associated time change. However, evaluation of slight variations in working posture and physical workload is still difficult. Although movement variability (i.e., the intra-and inter-subject differences in working posture and motion) certainly occurs during work, it is still mostly disregarded in workstation design. DHM, which primarily considers movement variability, was proposed by Savin et al. (2006) ; however, it has not been applied to evaluate a real work environment. Therefore, the DHM-based evaluation method cannot detect problems in working posture considered as movement variability.
Anomaly detection is useful for detecting unexpected changes in work behavior. Several methods for the detection of anomalies in human motion or posture have been proposed; these include a method based on a one-class support vector machine and the Hidden Markov Model (Antonakaki, 2009) and the motion tensor decomposition approach (Chen, 2017) . Moreover, several studies on fall detection have been reported; these include a 3D depth image analysis-based method (Yang, 2016) and detection based on human torso motion (Yao, 2017) . These studies showed that anomaly detection is an effective method for detecting problems in human behavior. However, the anomaly detection method for ergonomic evaluation must detect problems on each joint angle in a time series. The proposed anomaly detection method based on the Hidden Markov Model can detect human behavior problems in time-series data (Antonakaki, 2009 ). However, this camera-based detection method does not consider the abnormal behavior of joint angles during work.
To detect working posture problems in time-series data, singular spectrum transformation (SST) can be helpful. The original SST, which was proposed by Ide and Inoue (2004) , is a method for detecting change points in a time series. SST is based on singular spectrum analysis (SSA) (Moskvina and Zhigljavsky, 2003) and has been utilized in machine tool operation monitoring systems; e.g., vibration signal processing in turning processes (Salgado and Alonso, 2006) and denoising in tool wear monitoring (Kilunde, 2011) . Previous studies in the ergonomic and physiological fields applied SST or SSA to remove noise from electroencephalograms and electrocardiograms (Maddirala and Shaik, 2016) (Mourad, 2019) , to estimate gait parameters (Jarchi, 2014) , and to detect the electromyography onset point (Vaisman, 2010) . Many previous studies have reported the efficacy of SST for noise reduction, parameters estimation, and change-point detection. Adjusting several parameters of SST enables detection of more short-term anomalies or change-points, such as abnormal postures in repetitive tasks. However, few studies have considered the application of SST for detecting working posture problems such as the unexpected change associated with mistakes or work pace and the gradual changes that occur with time while performing repetitive tasks.
To determine the applicability of SST for detection of working posture problems while performing repetitive tasks, this study aims to clarify the efficacy of SST on detection of changes in working posture in whole tasks at first. To represent the efficacy, our study proposes a threshold value based on an X-R control chart designed to detect posture changes in a time series during work. Moreover, our study focuses on lag, an important SST parameter. Because lag is an important parameter for comparing working postures in different tasks, the effect of lag on the anomaly score was investigated.
Methodology 2.1 SST
SST is a transformation that converts an original time series into a new time series based on change-point scores or anomaly scores (Ide and Inoue, 2004) . Consider a time series = { (1), (2), ⋯ , ( ), ⋯ , ( )} and its consecutive subsequence with window length as { ( − ), ⋯ , ( − 2), ( − 1)}. A column vector corresponding to this subsequence is defined as
where the superscript T represents a transpose. A matrix ( ), which is often defined as a Hankel matrix, is constructed using column vectors of this type as
This × matrix is referred to as a trajectory matrix at time , as described by Moskvina and Zhigljavsky (2003) . By definition, the trajectory matrix is defined over + − 1 elements from ( − 1) to ( − − + 1). On the future side of the trajectory matrix, subsequence ( + ) is defined using a column vector with length as ( + ) = ( ( + ), ⋯ , ( + + − 1)) T
(3)
Although this is the same as ( + + − 1), this new notation is introduced to represent a symmetry between both sides of time . Hankel matrix ( ) at time is defined using , s as
This × matrix is referred to as a test matrix at time . is a non-negative constant used for determining the relative position between the trajectory matrix and test matrix and is called lag.
The change-point score or anomaly score is defined as the difference between two principal subspaces. ( ) and ( ) are the trajectory matrix and test matrix of principal subspaces, respectively.
( ) and ( ) at time are defined as
where ( ), ( ) are left singular vectors obtained via singular value decomposition (SVD) on a trajectory matrix ( ) and test matrix ( ).
and are the numbers of left singular vectors taken from a left singular matrix obtained via SVD. Anomaly score ( ) at time is calculated as follows
By definition, anomaly score ( ) is limited to the range from zero to 1. It is smaller when there is little change compared to past patterns and larger when the present pattern is quite different from past patterns.
Selection of parameters in SST
Six parameters are utilized in the SST algorithm, and all should be determined experimentally. In particular, several studies have reported on the selection of window length. Kuigumtzis (1996) suggested that window length should be set to the average time between peaks in the signal. Kim et al. (1999) proposed using a correlation integral-based method (C-C method) to calculate time delay and window length. Hassani et al. (2009) reported that window length should be proportional to the cycle of signals. However, to our best knowledge no previous studies have reported on the other parameters, and thus these must be experimentally determined. We focus on the decision method for lag , which is used for determining the relative position between the trajectory matrix and test matrix. The optimal lag should help detect problems related to working posture, because the lag defined in the previous motion pattern is compared with that of the current pattern. Therefore, the effect of lag changes on the anomaly score is investigated in this study.
Experimental design 3.1 Participants
Eleven right-handed male subjects participated in this experiment. Their age, height, and weight were 23.1 ± 1.5 yrs., 1732 ± 42 mm, and 67.4 ± 9.0 kg, respectively. Their hand length, forearm length, and upper limb length were 185 ± 11 mm, 441 ± 17 mm, and 740 ± 27 mm, respectively. The experiments were conducted with the approval of the Research Safety Ethics Committee of Tokyo Metropolitan University. The participants provided written informed consent before the experiment.
Experimental conditions
In the experiment, the participants sat on chairs and moved light ball-shaped objects (diameter = 35 mm, weight = 8 g) with a predefined task interval. Participants performed two types of tasks (Task A and Task B) as shown in Figure  1 . In Task A, participants moved the objects from a basket on the left to another basket on the right; the length between the centers of each basket has set to 400 mm. Whereas, in Task B, participants moved the objects from a basket placed farther away to another basket nearby; the location of the basket placed farther away and location of another basket nearby had set 1100 mm and 800 mm from the edge point of Wide-Range Transmitter, respectively. To make participants easily pick up the ball-shaped objects, the basket placed farther away were tipped 10 degrees in Task B.
The experiment included both constant and random task intervals. A metronome indicated when participants were to perform each task; the sound interval changed according to the task interval. The task interval was set to 3 s under both constant and random conditions but set to 1.5 s in only ten trials (20 % of the total number of trials) under random conditions. Decreases in the task interval were determined by computing a completely random number. Participants performed Tasks A and B in random sequential order. The effect of fatigue on work motion was eliminated by providing sufficient rest before the next task. It was decided that the experiment should begin with constant task intervals, with random intervals being added later as participants become accustomed to performing the tasks under constant intervals.
Experimental protocol
The participants were instructed to sit in a chair and to maintain an anatomical position at the beginning of the experiment. Subsequently, participants maintained a natural posture for 5 s. The participants maintained the natural posture until ringing of the metronome sound, after which, they moved the objects to the predefined basket in response to the sound of the metronome. Once they had finished moving one ball-shaped object, participants switched back to the natural posture. However, for random interval conditions, participants promptly moved the ball-shaped objects without returning back to the natural posture when the metronome sound ringed before the participants returned back to natural posture. After moving all objects, participants maintained the anatomical position for 5 s then finished the experiment for the particular condition.
Measured data and analysis 3.4.1 Working posture measurement
An electromagnetic motion-tracking system (trakSTAR, Ascension Technology) measured the three-dimensional position and orientation of the lower back, chest, right upper arm, right forearm, and right hand via a Wide-Range Transmitter. The relative position and orientation of each body segment to the coordinate system of the transmitter were recorded at a sampling frequency of approximately 60 Hz. The electromagnetic receivers were placed on the lower back, chest, right upper arm, right forearm, and right wrist. These placements were selected to avoid soft-tissue artifacts referenced in previous study (Bouvier, 2015) .
The joint angles of the right upper limb were calculated by applying the measured orientation of the body segment into three-dimensional rigid-link models. Then, the following anatomical joint angles were calculated: the elbow 1 Overview of (a) Task A and (b) Task B. For both task types, participants sat on a chair and moved light ball-shaped objects by the right hand. In Task A, the length between the centers of each basket has set to 400 mm. In Task B, the location of the basket placed farther away and location of another basket nearby have set 1100 mm and 800 mm from the edge point of Wide-Range Transmitter, respectively. To make participants easily pick up the ball-shaped objects, the basket placed farther away were tipped 10 degrees.
flexion/extension, forearm pronation/supination, wrist radial/ulnar flexion, and wrist palmar/dorsal flexion. The maximum and minimum calculated joint angles were recorded for each task type under each experimental condition; the anatomical position and natural posture the participants maintained at the beginning of the experiment were excluded from the calculation. The actual range of motion (ROM) for each experimental condition was defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum joint angle, as described in a previous study (Taylor, 2018) . Then, the inter-participant mean and standard deviation (SD) for the maximum, minimum, and actual ROM of each joint angle were calculated for each experimental condition. To compare the degree of variation in a joint angle during the experiment, we defined a ratio η, which is the SD of an actual ROM divided by the associated reference ROMs, as follows
where is the SD of an actual ROM, and 1 and 2 represent the following reference ROMs reported by Nakamura et al. (2012) : elbow flexion/extension, forearm pronation/supination, wrist radial/ulnar flexion, and wrist palmar/dorsal flexion. For example, in the elbow joint, " 1 " and " 2 " are defined as the reference ROMs in fully flexed and extended motion, respectively. The same applies to other joints angles too.
Calculation of anomaly score using SST
SST calculated the anomaly score of each joint angle using the following parameters:
= 50, = 150, , = 2 ⁄ , and , = 3. , , and were defined as such because the observed task time per trial was 1.5 s (Kuigumtzis, 1996) (Hassani, 2009 ). The value for reflects a basic task interval time. The mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of the anomaly score were calculated over the entire task to allow comparisons between each experimental condition.
The calculated anomaly score indicates the degree of the anomaly for a joint angle and is determined by comparing the joint angles observed in the current trial against those recorded in previous trials. However, the threshold value was not defined to determine human motion problems. In this study, the threshold value was set to + 3 based on an X-R control chart (Allen, 2010) . and were the mean and standard deviation of the anomaly score of each joint angle in each experimental condition.
The effect of lag was validated in terms of the anomaly score when was changed in increments of 20, from a minimum of 50 to a maximum of 250. Subsequently, a value of was found that minimized the anomaly score at a time , excluding the times when participants maintained the anatomical position or natural posture. The adoption ratio of each was defined as the relative value against the sum of the selected numbers of each . The adoption ratio was compared for each experimental condition.
Statistical analysis
A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for the statistical analysis. The experimental factors were the task type and task interval, and the participants were included as a blocking factor. The significance level was set at 5 %.
Results
For each task type, several joint angles and their anomaly scores for one subject are shown as an example of the changes in the time series. The maximum, minimum, and actual ROM of each joint angle are summarized for each task type and task interval type. The means and CVs of all anomaly scores in the study were calculated and are summarized by task type and task interval type. The calculated adoption ratio of lag is summarized by task type and task interval type. Figure 2 shows the elbow flexion angle and anomaly score for Task A for one subject. The times at which the task interval decreased are indicated with gray lines. When tasks were performed under a constant interval, the anomaly score increased when the participants changed from the anatomical position to the natural posture at the initial stage of the trial. However, the anomaly score increased more frequently under random intervals than under constant intervals. Figure 3 shows the wrist palmar flexion angle and anomaly score for one subject working under random intervals. The maximum wrist palmar flexion angle and anomaly score were larger in Task A than in Task B. Elbow flexion angle and anomaly score in task A for one subject. The times at which the task interval decreased are indicated with gray lines. Under the constant interval, the anomaly score increased when the participants changed from the anatomical position to the natural posture at the initial stage of the trial. However, under the random interval the anomaly score increased more frequently than under the constant interval. Table 1 shows the maximum joint angle, minimum joint angle, actual ROM, and the ratio for the elbow flexion, forearm pronation, wrist radial flexion, and wrist palmar flexion angles. There were only minor differences between the maximum joint angles recorded for the different task intervals. In contrast, the maximum wrist palmar flexion angle was significantly higher for Task A than for Task B. The actual ROM for the wrist radial flexion angle was relatively minimal. In each experimental condition, the forearm pronation angle showed the maximum actual ROM. The ratio for elbow flexion was smaller than those for other joint angles. The ratio for the wrist palmar flexion angle was smaller for Task B than for Task A. Table 2 shows the mean and CV of the anomaly score for each experimental condition over the entire study. Table  3 shows the ANOVA results of the mean and the CV of anomaly scores on each joint. For each joint, the mean anomaly scores for random intervals were higher than those for constant intervals. Similarly, these results can be confirmed by examining the ratios between the means associated with random intervals and constant intervals. For elbow flexion, the ratio between the means of the random and constant intervals is relatively high, although the mean anomaly score was relatively low compared with other joints. The ANOVA results show that the main effect of the task interval was statistically significant at each joint angle (p < 0.05). Moreover, the main effect of the task type was statistically significant at the joint angles for forearm pronation, wrist radial flexion, and wrist palmar flexion (p < 0.05). For all joint angles to which SST was applied, the interaction resulting from combining the task type and task interval was not significant.
Example of joint angle and anomaly score in a time series for one subject

Comparison of the maximum, minimum, and actual ROM of joint angles
Mean and CV of the anomaly score
Overall, the CV of the anomaly score for the random intervals was lower than that for the constant intervals. The difference between the CVs of the constant and random intervals was largest in the elbow flexion. For the other joints, the difference between the constant and random CVs was relatively small compared with that for elbow flexion. These results were similarly confirmed by the ratio between the CVs of the random and constant intervals. The ANOVA Table 1 Maximum joint angle, minimum joint angle, actual ROM, and ratio of the SDs of the actual ROM to reference ROM for elbow flexion, forearm pronation, wrist radial flexion, and wrist palmar flexion. The ratio for elbow flexion is smaller than those for the other joint angles. The ratio for wrist palmar flexion angle is smaller for Task B than for Task A. results show that the main effect of the task interval was statistically significant at the joint angles for elbow flexion, wrist radial flexion, and wrist palmar flexion (p < 0.05). For all joint angles to which SST was applied, the interaction resulting from combining the task type and task interval was not significant. Figure 4 shows the number of anomaly scores over the threshold value of + 3 in each condition when applying SST to elbow flexion, forearm pronation, wrist radial flexion, and wrist palmar flexion angles. To compare the degree of variation in working posture between different task interval conditions, the means of numbers of anomaly scores over the threshold value in all joints were calculated in each experimental condition. In Task A, the means for numbers of anomaly scores over the threshold value in all joints under constant and random interval conditions were found to be 162 and 180, respectively, which shows that the mean under random interval conditions was 11.7% higher than that under constant interval conditions. In Task B, the means for numbers of anomaly scores over the threshold Table 2 Means and CVs of anomaly scores for each experimental condition over the entire study, and the associated ratios between random and constant task intervals. The ratios between the random and constant task intervals show that the anomaly score means for each joint were greater under random intervals than under constant intervals. In contrast, the CVs of the anomaly scores for each joint were lower under random intervals than under constant intervals. Table 3 ANOVA results of the mean and the CV of anomaly scores on each joint. Factors that were significant at an alpha of 5% are noted by an asterisk (*).
Number of anomaly scores over the threshold value in each experimental condition
value in all joints under constant and random interval conditions are 165 and 177, respectively, which shows that the mean under random interval conditions was 7.0% higher than that under constant interval conditions. Overall, fewer anomaly scores exceeded the threshold when participants worked under constant intervals, as opposed to random intervals. However, the wrist palmar flexion for Task A under constant intervals was greater than that under random intervals. Moreover, the wrist radial flexion for Task B under constant intervals was greater than that under random intervals. These findings suggested that the participant's working motion affected by the order effect of task interval condition. The change in working posture in the beginning of the experiment was larger than when participants became accustomed to performing the working motion because participants had learned the motion pattern with trial and error.
In particular, the wrist joint angles might be extremely changeable when picking up the ball-shaped objects in the experiment. However, the ANOVA results only showed the main effect of the task interval when SST was applied to the elbow flexion angle (p < 0.05). Figure 5 shows the adoption ratio of each value of under each interval type. Under constant intervals, the maximum adoption ratio occurred when = 150 under both task types and showed consistency with the task interval. Under random intervals, the maximum adoption ratio similarly occurred when = 150 under both task types, although the adoption ratio associated with random intervals was lower. For = 130 and 170, the adoption ratio was greater than 10 % for both task types under both task intervals. Under random intervals, the adoption ratios for = 50 through = 90 and = 210 through = 250 were greater than those under constant intervals for both task types. However, the ANOVA results only showed the main effect of the task interval when SST was applied to the elbow flexion angle. Factors that were significant at an alpha of 5% are noted by an asterisk (*). 
Adoption ratio of lag in each experimental condition
Constant
Discussion 5.1 Relationship between the anomaly score and working posture variability
Based on the number of anomaly scores over the threshold value, it is clear that the main effect of the task interval was only shown by ANOVA results when SST was applied to the elbow flexion. The mean anomaly score for random intervals regarding all joints was greater than that for constant intervals. However, for elbow joints, the differences between the mean anomaly scores for the constant and random intervals were smaller than for other joints. For each joint, the CVs for constant intervals were larger than those for random intervals. A decreasing CV against an increasing mean anomaly score suggested that the differences between the standard deviations of the constant and random intervals were small. On the other hand, the CVs of the anomaly scores of other joints indicated little difference between constant and random intervals. These results show that the standard deviation and mean anomaly score for random intervals exceeded those for constant intervals. Therefore, the main effect of the different task intervals was not indicated by the number of anomaly scores over the threshold value.
The relationship between the movement variability and the anomaly score will be discussed on the basis of the above results. Taylor et al. (2018) investigated the movement variability of upper limbs in activities of daily living and reported that the minimum movement variability occurred in the wrist joint angle. However, the movement variability of the elbow flexion angle was smallest when considering the relative value of the range of motion of the joint. Therefore, it was easier to detect changes in working posture during tasks when observing joint angles with relatively low movement variability. In contrast, when observing joint angles with relatively high movement variability, difficulties arose when using the calculated anomaly score to differentiate between working posture problems and movement variability. Therefore, the threshold value for detecting working posture problems should be changed according to the movement variability of each joint angle.
Selection of optimal parameters for lag
This study mainly focused on lag and validated how changes in affect the anomaly score. The adoption ratio of was maximized when = 150 under constant intervals for both task types. The selection method of window length was validated by previous studies on SSA. Kugiumtzis (1996) proposed that window length should be set according to the mean time between peaks in the signal. Hassani et al. (2009) reported that window length should be proportional to the cycle of signals. The selection of in this study accords with these previous studies. In other words, to compare the working posture between each task, it was determined that lag should coincide with the work cycle. As a result, the task interval time was decreased to 1.5 s. Lag was set to 75 to coincide with the decreased task interval time. The value of that increased the adoption ratio in random intervals over that in constant intervals was obtained by subtracting (or adding) the decreased task interval from (or to) the original interval. Therefore, the results for random intervals shows that lag should coincide with the work cycle to allow comparisons between the working postures of each task.
Examining the adoption ratios of = 130 and 170 shows that the cycle of human work universally varies even if work is performed under a constant task interval. Assuming that task intervals in manual work depend on some distribution, the optimal parameter of lag should be selected from the distribution. Therefore, the distribution that corresponds to the task should be preliminarily estimated to allow comparisons between past and present working posture patterns. A time standard based on a work measurement method such as MOST (Maynard Operation Sequence Techniqu) (Zandin, 2003) may still be used to determine the basic time of the task interval. However, estimating the distribution of task interval times in manual work requires further investigation.
Conclusion
This study validated the efficacy of SST on the detection of changes in working posture in whole tasks. The mean anomaly score for random intervals regarding all joints was greater than that for constant intervals. The means of numbers of anomaly scores over the threshold value in all joints for random intervals was larger than that for constant intervals. These results suggest that SST facilitates detection of changes in working posture in whole tasks. However, as shown by the number of anomaly scores over the threshold value based on the +3 range, the main effect of the different task intervals was only shown when applying SST to the elbow flexion angle. For joint angles with large movement variability, conventional SST could not differentiate between working posture problems and movement variability. These results suggest that in order to accurately detect working posture problems in a time series, the movement variability of each joint angle must be considered when determining threshold values.
The adoption ratio of lag showed that the selection of must correspond to the time of the work cycle. This result relates to the selection of window length in previous studies and was a reasonable method of determining lag . However, the human motion in a work cycle is not constant and has a varying distribution. Therefore, it is shown that a distribution that corresponds to the task should be preliminarily estimated to allow comparisons between the working postures in past patterns and the present pattern.
In conclusion, our study showed that SST facilitates detection of changes in working posture in whole tasks, and that the lag parameter should be selected according to the work cycle. However, various challenges (e.g., the consideration of movement variability and distributions of work cycles) must be addressed to improve detection of working posture problems.
